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Abstract
In this work, two data mining techniques are studied and applied to petroleum datasets. so
as to extract useful information such as: correlations and interdependencies among the
attributes. This helps to better understand important characteristics that can increase oil
production. The two data mining techniques, Artificial Neural Networks and the Decision
Tree algorithm, are combined to form the Neural Decision Tree (NDT) model. The NDT
model enhances classification accuracy of the decision tree algorithm. The Neural
Decision Tree model generates statistical results of classification and graphical
representation of data in the form of a tree data structure, which supports data analysis in
more detail, and useful knowledge can be extracted from it. The NDT model is useful for
discovering interdependencies and for explaining correlations among the attributes of the
data. The results generated from application of the Neural Decision Tree model can
provide initial estimates of some parameters in the statistical modeling so that
correlations among the parameters can be derived. The knowledge on correlations can
support petroleum experts in making important decisions such as cost estimation and
required resources for oil production.
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1. Introduction
1.1.

Introduction

Data mining techniques for data analysis have been applied on petroleum data for
supporting oil production prediction. The petroleum industry is interested in using the
historical data on heavy oil reservoirs for data modeling and for the prediction of oil
production. Data modeling using data mining techniques is a useful way to extract useful
information from the collected data about heavy oil reservoirs. The data extracted from
oil fields from different parts of the world are used in this study to determining
dependencies or correlations among attributes of heavy oil, which affect the production
of oil reservoirs.
To find correlations between pressure, volume, and temperature, artificial neural network
and decision tree algorithms are applied to petroleum datasets. A data classification
model, Neural Decision Tree is developed and applied to the heavy oil data collected
from existing literature by Dr. Farshid Torabi who is a petroleum researcher at the
University of Regina.

1.2.


Research objective

The objective of this research is to develop a Neural Decision Tree classification
model based on the theoretical work proposed by Lee et al. ( 2006), which
enhances the performance of the Decision Tree algorithm.
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To develop a user friendly software that implements the Neural Decision Tree
(NDT) model so that users can apply the NDT model on different datasets and
obtain the results quickly.



To test the performance of the NDT model on sample datasets of different
domains.



To apply the NDT model on petroleum datasets so as to develop the correlation
models among the important petroleum attributes.

1.3.

Outline of thesis

Chapter 1 describes the introduction and research objective of thesis. Chapter 2 provides
a literature review in which the history and working of artificial neural networks and
decision tree algorithm is discussed. Chapter 3 describes introduction, architecture, and
development process of the enhanced Neural Decision Tree model. Chapter 4 describes
results and analysis of the NDT model on UCI sample datasets. Chapter 5 describes the
data preparation of the petroleum datasets to be used in the NDT model. Chapter 5 also
describes the tools used in this research and the features of developed software with NDT
functionality. Chapter 6 describes the application of the NDT model to the petroleum
datasets and some results and analysis. Chapters 7 and 8 describe the conclusion and
future work, respectively.
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2. Literature Review
2.1.

Data Mining Techniques

The data mining techniques of artificial neural network and decision tree algorithms are
combined to form the Neural Decision Tree model for classification in this research. This
chapter gives some background information on the different data mining techniques.

2.2.

Artificial Neural Network

The artificial neural networks are mostly used for prediction, clustering, pattern
recognition, and classification. Artificial neural networks have the ability of learning via
training, which makes them more useful and a preferred choice for researchers. The
structure of artificial neural networks is inspired by biological neural systems. Neural
networks try to process information as a brain does. Neural networks consist of a number
of neurons. A neuron is a single signal processing unit that is linked with other neurons to
form a neural network.
A biological neuron has three parts: dendrites, soma, and axon. Dendrites receive
information in the form of signals and after being processed, the signals are passed to
other neurons via axons (Fausett, 1994). Similarly, an artificial neuron receives
information signals using input unit and processes the information in its hidden unit and
then the output signal is passed to other connected neurons in the network. Artificial
neurons are mathematical models imitating the functions of biological neurons.
The first artificial neuron was designed in 1943 by Warren McCulloch and Walter Pitts.
They tried to understand how brain cells work together to perform a task (Marsalli,
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2006). At this stage, their neuron was relatively simple and it did not have the ability to
learn by training. The concept of a learning neuron was proposed by Rosenblatt (1958).
He used his concept of learning neurons for pattern recognition. Rosenblatt’s neural
models are networks of three types of signal-processing units: sensory units or input
units, associative units now known as hidden layers, and response or output units (Nagy,
1991).
Minsky and Papert proved in 1969 the limitations of Rosenblatt’s neuron in that could not
perform simple mathematical functions (Osuna, 2013). After this the research on artificial
neural networks was almost halted for about a decade. In late 1980’s, Rumelhart, Hinton,
and Williams introduces a training method that laid the basis of modern artificial neural
networks (Osuna, 2013). Many other researchers worked over the years since on the
development of multilayer neural networks.
2.2.1. Structure a of Multilayer Neural Network
An artificial neural network usually has an input layer, one or more hidden layers and an
output layer. Figure 2.1 shows the structure of a simple multi-layer artificial neural
network with one hidden layer. A multilayer neural network can consist of a number of
hidden layers. The number of hidden layers can be varied depending upon the complexity
of the problem. Selection of most suitable artificial neural network (ANN) structure in
terms of hidden layers is important for classification accuracy. The use of many hidden
layers in a neural network can increase the complexity of the training structure. With the
variation in the number of hidden layers, a most suitable combination can be found with
respect to classification accuracy.
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Input values taken from a dataset pass to the network through the input layer. In the
hidden layer, all the computation is done and then information is passed to the output
layer. The important components of an ANN include: input values (x1, x2, x3 …),
weights (w1, w2, w3 …), a threshold , a weight training function , and activation
function and output (y).

Figure 2.1: Architecture of multi layer artificial neural network (Wang et al., 2010)
Neural networks consist of artificial neurons connected with each other. A neuron acts
like a single processing unit in neural network and is connected through links with other
neurons (Fausett, 1994). These links carry values that are known as weights. The
information these links carry is for solving the problem (Fausett, 1994). A neuron has
activation function that processes the information and passes it to the other neurons in the
network. The output of a neural network depends on the cooperation of these neurons
(Kabari & Nwachukwu, 2012). The learnt knowledge is distributed over the network via
connected neurons (Kabari & Nwachukwu, 2012).
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2.2.2 Training Method of Neural Networks
A backpropagation algorithm is used to train neural networks in this study. This method
was introduced by Rumelhart, Hinton, and Williams in 1986 (Wlodarczyk et al., 2005).
The backpropagation method was selected because the accuracy of training artificial
neural networks is high. The training accuracy of backpropagation algorithm is better
than other training methods i.e. genetic algorithm, quasi-Newton and LevenbergMarquardt (LM) (Ghaffari et al., 2006).The backpropagation explains the internal
working of an artificial neural network including the hidden layer to some extent which
was not explainable for many years. It trains neural network to get output values closer to
the target or desired results. It trains neural network in iterative an manner.
“Initially, the backpropagation algorithm assigns weights to input values randomly in the
range of roughly {-1, 1}. With every iteration: weights coefficients of the nodes are
updated by using new data from training data set” (Wlodarczyk et al., 2005).
The weights of the neural network are updated and adjusted until the desired results are
achieved. This method is considered as a supervised learning method. Each neuron in the
network contains an activation function. The activation function multiplies and adds the
input values and weights to produce the output. This process is known as feed forward.
Normally the results are very different from the target values or desired results at this
stage.
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Figure 2.2: Backpropagation training forward pass (Wlodarczyk et al., 2005)
Figure 2.2 shows the forward pass during the training of a neural network. x1 and x2 are
input values. y represents the output of network. f(e) represents the output signal of a
neuron. Coefficients of weights are multiplied and added at each step which is
represented by y1. In this way, weights are modified and the information signal is
propagated through the hidden layers to the output layer of a neural network. The output
of a neural network after training is then compared with target value and the error in
training is calculated.
The error in training in a feed forward propagation process is calculated based on the
difference between output and target values. This difference is known as the error signal
or mean squared error. Let z be the desired output; then, error can be calculated as
(Wlodarczyk et al., 2005):

δ = y-z

Eq.1

In Eq.1, δ represents the error signal whereas y is the output and z is the desired output of
the neural network.
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The values of the error signal then propagate back to each neuron in the backward
direction. These error signals are used to calculate the weight updates which represent the
knowledge learnt in the network (Kabari & Nwachukwu, 2012). With this
backpropagation, the values of weights in the network are modified.

Figure 2.3: Backpropagation training backward pass (Wlodarczyk et al., 2005)
In Figure 2.3, backward pass is shown in which error signal δ is propagated from the
output layer towards the input layer. The error signal passes through each layer in the
neural network.
This process is repeated until the error signal is minimal and the output of the neural
network is closer to the target values. This process reduces the rate of error signal and
enhances the learning ability of the neural network.
2.2.3. Activation Function
An artificial neural network uses an activation function to produce the normalized output
from a neuron during training. The activation function is normally used to produce the
output from a neuron within a threshold value. There are few activation functions but for
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this study a sigmoid function is used because it is the most recommended by the
researchers. It can produce desired output values in the range of 0 to 1 (Fausett, 1994). It
can be denoted as (Fausett, 1994):

Eq.2

2.3.

Decision Tree Algorithm

Decision tree algorithms are frequently used for classification and prediction due to their
accuracy and easily understandable results. The decision tree algorithm was first
introduced by Ross Quinlan in 1986, and was known as ID3. It was based on Hunt’s
Concept Learning System (Hunt & Marin, 1966). Quinlan published the successor of ID3
in 1993, which was called C4.5 decision tree algorithm (Mitchell, 1997). The decision
tree algorithm is a supervised learning technique. Decision tree algorithms generate trees,
and decision rules can be derived based on training datasets which predict classes of new
instances (Lee et al., 2006).
Basic ID3 algorithm constructs the tree in top to bottom approach. The first step is to
select the instance from data which should be root of the tree (Mitchell, 1997). This is
done by measuring the statistical property known as ‘information gain’. The instance
with maximum information gain is selected as a root node during tree generation.
Information gain determines how well a selected attribute separates training examples
according to their target classification. ID3 uses this information gain measure to select
among the candidate attributes at each step while growing the tree (Mitchell, 1997).
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Quinlan, in his ID3 algorithm, later presented an entropy-based information gain for tree
construction.
2.3.1. Entropy
Entropy is the measure of impurity in a data set (Mitchell, 1997). If the entropy is higher
of a particular data, more information is required to completely describe that data
(Mitchell, 1997). Entropy affects the results of classification. It is denoted by (Mitchell,
1997):
Eq.3
where pi is the proportion of S belongs to class i.
2.3.2. Information gain
Information gain is the measure to select the best attribute at each step in constructing the
tree (Mitchell, 1997). Gain S of an attribute A relative to the collection of examples is
defines as (Mitchell, 1997):

Gain(S, A) = Entropy (S)

Eq.4

“Where values(A) is the set of all possible values for attribute A, and S, is the subset
of S for which attribute A has value v (i.e., S, = {s E SIA(s) = v))” (Mitchell, 1997).
The attribute with the most information gain is selected as the root of the tree or splitting
attribute. Then the whole tree is constructed in a top down manner until no further input
instance is left.
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2.3.3. Issues in the learning process
A few issues that arise can cause deviation in decision tree learning include missing
values in the data, overfitting, out of range values, and attribute selection criteria as the
target and predictor attributes. Quinlan’s C4.5 algorithm which is an extension of his ID3,
addressed some of these issues (Mitchell, 1997).
2.3.4. Overfitting
When there is noise in training data it leads a decision tree algorithm to overfitting, which
means the result deviates from the target output. The accuracy of a decision tree
classification decreases due to the overfitting problem. For example, if an instance is at a
certain level of tree growing for splitting, it has lower information gain than the selected
attribute but it contributes branching in a more effective way than the selected instance
due to its lower classification error.
Overfitting is explained by Tom M. Mitchell as: “Given a hypothesis space H, a
hypothesis h

H is said to overfit the training data if there exists some alternative

hypothesis h'

H, such that h has smaller error than h' over the training examples, but h'

has a smaller error than h over the entire distribution of instances” (Mitchell, 1997).
2.3.5. Pruning
Tree pruning solves the problem of overfitting. Pruning is the method that reduces the
complexity of a tree without decreasing the classification accuracy (Haizan et al., 2012).
Different pruning methods are used to avoid unnecessary complexity in decision tree
size. The process of pruning normally starts from leaves towards upper nodes (Drazin &
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Montag, 2012). Post pruning and online pruning are the two most accurate pruning
methods in use currently.
Post pruning is applicable after the tree induction is complete. It starts from the bottom
and moves towards upper level nodes of the tree while relative frequency of sibling nodes
is compared (Drazin & Montag, 2012). Error estimates of each child node are calculated
to derive total error of a parent node (Drazin & Montag, 2012). The parent node is then
pruned according to the relative frequency of child nodes that affects error estimation
(Drazin & Montag, 2012).
Online pruning is different mainly due to the timing of its use during tree induction at a
particular point. when a split is made during tree generation, and if a leaf node has less
than the minimum threshold number of examples, the leaf and parent nodes are merged
as one node (Drazin & Montag, 2012). Classification accuracy of decision tree algorithm
can be increased if pruning methods are used properly.

2.4.

Interpretation of decision tree and rules extraction example

This section describes how to interpret decision tree data representation of decision tree
algorithm and how to extract rules from a decision tree. so that the results of a simple J48
decision tree and NDT model can be interpreted.
For example, the tree structure generated after the application of J48 decision tree
algorithm on the formation volume factor (Bob) dataset is shown in Figure 2.4 below:
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Figure 2.4: Tree interpretation of Bob dataset
Interpretation of the tree data structures proceeds from top to bottom. In Figure 2.4, the
leaves of the tree are representing the values of formation volume factor (Bob) at each
level. At every leaf, the number on the left before the slash within the parenthesis
represents the number of correctly classified instances of Bob, and the number on the right
within the parenthesis represents the number of incorrectly classified instances at that
point. A node with less than the minimum information gain will be incorrectly classified.
At each level during the induction, the attribute with the larger information gain is
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selected as the splitting node. During tree induction, an instance can also be misclassified
if the data is noisy. For example, if a node P contains 0.10 information gain but the
minimum threshold information gain required for the tree induction is 0.25 then node P
will be considered as incorrectly classified.
An example of the extraction of rules from the tree of the Bob dataset generated by the
J48 decision tree algorithm is shown in Figure 2.5 below:

Figure 2.5: Rules extraction from the tree of Bob dataset
In Figure 2.5, extracted rules 1 and 2 are indicated by arrows on the left. Extracted rule 3
is indicated by the arrow on the right. These rules can be written as follows:
1. IF Rs <= 2.194311
AND IF API <= -0.8629
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THEN Bob = Medium
2. IF Rs <= 2.194311
AND IF API > -0.8629
AND IF Tres <=-0.758236
THEN Bob = High
3. IF Rs >2.194311
THEN Rs = Medium
In this way, all the rules can be extracted from the tree which can be helpful for analyzing
the data in detail, and these easy to interpret rules are also useful in decision making for
experts.

2.5.

Background on applications of decision tree algorithm and
rules extraction

Patil et al. (2009) used a C4.5 decision tree algorithm for classification with the objective
of predicting the survivability of burn patients. The collected data was of 180 burn
patients, which were collected from the burn ward of S.R.T General Hospital,
Ambajogai, India, for years from 2002 to 2006 (Patil et al., 2009). The attributes of the
data were: age, sex, result, and size of the burn, which is further divided into 8 categories
depending on the size of burn. The result attribute indicates either the survival or death of
the patient. The attributes based on medical conditions are:
i.

HFN, which denotes head, face, and neck

ii.

RUL, which denotes right upper limb
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iii.

LUL, which denotes lower upper limb

iv.

CHESTABD, which denotes chest-abdomen

v.

BACK, which denotes back burns

vi.

GANTELE, which denotes genetalia

vii.

RLL, which denotes right lower limb

viii.

LLL, which denotes left lower limb

The tree generated by the decision tree algorithm is shown in Figure 2.6 below:

Figure 2.6: Decision tree of burn patient’s dataset (Patil et al., 2009)
In Figure 2.6, the leaves of the tree represent the results which include either death or
survival of the burn patients (Patil et al., 2009). The extracted rules from the resultant
decision tree are shown in Figure 2.7 below:
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Figure 2.7: Rules extracted from the decision tree of burn patient’s dataset (Patil et al.,
2009)
This is one example of the application of decision tree modeling of a real world problem.
It can be seen that the rules are simple and easy to understand. In this way, simple rules
can be extracted from the decision trees.

2.6.

Background on applications of Data Mining on Petroleum
data

Many researchers have applied different artificial intelligence techniques for the
classification of historical petroleum data to predict oil production and to analyze factors
that affect production rate. Some altered the existing data classification techniques and
enhanced functionality according to the requirements.
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Nagi et al. (2009) used support vector machine and artificial neural networks data mining
technique to predict crude oil reservoir production based on the correlation between
pressure, volume, and temperature. To develop the correlation between pressure volume
and temperature, the consideration of geological conditions is very important because the
chemical composition of crude oil is different from region to region (Nagi et al., 2009).
They also compared the results from applying support vector machine with the results
from applying artificial neural networks to the same sample datasets.
Ai-hua and Yong (2010) used decision tree algorithm, linear discriminate analysis, and
multi-criteria linear programming to analyze the characteristics of petroleum reservoirs
and non-reservoirs to determine whether an observed area of land is a petroleum reservoir
or not by observing the geological characteristics. The results of their experiments
showed that it is feasible to predict if a particular area of land is a petroleum reservoirs or
non-reservoirs by using data mining algorithms (Ai-hua & Yong, 2010). They also
concluded that decision tree algorithm has the potential to improve its classification
accuracy if the format of the sample training data is normalized and ordered.
Barhen (2002) used artificial neural networks to develop a methodology to predict the
properties of oil reservoir such as pressure, volume and temperature. His goal was to
reduce the uncertainties in neural network’s prediction of well logs. For his experiment,
he used the data collected from sensors. For the training of the neural network, he used
the deep net algorithm, which showed significant improvement in classification accuracy
(Barhen, 2002).
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From the above literature, the conclusion can be made that the two data mining
techniques of artificial neural networks and decision tree algorithm have been used
previously for modeling petroleum data and useful results have been obtained. Many
researchers have presented correlation models generated by using artificial neural
networks, and their work is useful because in this study, artificial neural networks are
also used to determine the correlations among the attributes of petroleum for oil
production.

2.7.

Neural Decision Tree (NDT) Model

The concept of the Neural Decision Tree model is relatively new and still in developing
phases. Quite a few researchers have worked on the development of this concept. The
NDT model was proposed by Yue-Shi Lee, Show-Jane and Yu-Chieh Wu, and it was
published in Journal of Informatics and Electronics (Lee, et al., 2006).Their objective was
to enhance the classification accuracy of the decision tree algorithm. A traditional
decision tree algorithm adopts a greedy approach to generate a tree structure and
dependencies among attributes are not considered in simple decision tree algorithms yet
real world datasets do have dependant attributes (Lee et al., 2006).To discover and
explain the dependencies amongst attributes of data, these researchers combined neural
networks and decision trees to form a neural-based decision tree to find the dependencies
among attributes that are not normally visible.
“Neural Decision Tree (NDT) model combines the artificial neural network and the
decision-tree learning capabilities, to handle the complex and real cases” (Y.S Lee, et al.,
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2006). They applied the NDT model to numerical and categorical data types; more details
can be found in references no 13.

2.8.

Development history and current improvements

The concept of neural decision tree model was proposed but the development procedure
was not explained by Lee, et al. (2006). They gave a top level representation of the NDT
model, but the basic steps of development were not given. The important procedures such
as how to utilize the output of the artificial neural networks and which tools to use were
also not given. The architecture of the NDT presented by Lee, et al. (2006) was not much
detailed. They used the NDT model to define attribute dependencies.
Li and Chan used neural-based decision tree model on petroleum dataset to predict oil
production (Li & Chan, 2009). They used NDT on historical petroleum data of oil
reservoirs of the Midale field in Saskatchewan, Canada, to find dependencies among the
attributes. They found that the simple decision tree algorithm C4.5 was not able to deal
with attribute dependencies. The neural-based decision tree model combines the artificial
neural network technique with traditional decision tree learning to handle complicated
data (Li & Chan, 2009). The implementation and application of NDT model enhanced the
performance of the C4.5 decision tree algorithm and it addressed the issue of explaining
attribute dependencies (Li & Chan, 2009).
3.2.1. Weakness in previous development
X.li (2009) developed NDT model and explained the architecture of NDT in much more
details than Lee et al. (2006). His work was a useful step for the development of the NDT
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model, but he did not explain the logic of how to utilize the collected hidden weights in
decision trees. He used NDT model on numeric and categorical type datasets but the
strategy of weights utilization for both types of datasets was not explained. He did not
explain any mechanism that can define how to determine the class of collected hidden
weights. He used the NDT model on medium crude oil data to predict permeability and
porosity and to find dependencies between attributes.
The current study improves upon the previous work on NDT model namely as follows:


Strategies for utilization of weights to be used in J48 decision tree algorithm are
proposed and explained.



Strategies for re-arrangement of collected weights, merging of attributes, and
class determination are explained.



NDT model is tested on numerical, nominal and mixed, types of datasets.



Software that implements the NDT functionality is developed for the petroleum
datasets. This software is developed for petroleum datasets and supports users in
working with four petroleum datasets.

2.9.

Architecture of Neural Decision Tree model

This study proposes an improved architecture of the Neural Decision Tree Model, shown
in Figure 3.8 and explained as follows:
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Input
Data

Data
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Artificial Neural Network
Feed-forward Backpropagation

Collection of weights

Weights rearrangement

Attributes
adjustment

Data preparation for J48

Decision Tree Algorithm
(J48)

Decision Tree
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Figure 3.8: Architecture of Neural Decision Tree model
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The development steps in the application of the modeling process to the petroleum
datasets based on the NDT architecture is described below:
1. Data normalization: entire rows with missing values were removed from all four
datasets of bubble point pressure (Pb), formation volume factor (Bob), viscosity at
under saturated condition (µo), and dead oil viscosity (µod) to remove noise from
the data.
2. Rows with out of range values were also removed from the datasets. For example,
if the value of an instance is expected to be within the range of 0 to 10 but is
greater than 10 or less than 0, then it is an out of range value of an instance in the
data. Then, the entire row of the data with out of range value is removed.
3. Training of artificial neural network: Feed forward backpropagation algorithm
was used for the training of neural networks.
4. The hidden weights of the trained neural network were collected so that the
information stored in weights can be extracted. An example of the hidden weights
is shown in Figure 3.9 below:
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Figure 3.9: Example of collected weights

5. After the collection of weights, the most important stage begins. Weights need to
be re-arranged and classes of weights should be determined in order to apply the
J48 decision tree algorithm. Weights need to be re-arranged according to their
respective target class in order to feed these weights to the decision tree
algorithm. The re-arrangement strategy adopted is as follows:
I.

Weights belong to the same class of a sigmoid node are arranged in the same
row and at the end of a row that same class is assigned. For example: Rs =
medium, Tres = medium and SGg = medium and API=light are in one row
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and medium class is assigned. Re- arrangement strategy for petroleum data is
shown in Figure 3.10 below:

Figure 3.10: Example of weights re-arrangement
II.

In Figure 3.10: highlighted weights in a rectangle are re-arranged in one row
as indicated by arrows and at the end of the row, medium class is assigned.

6. When an attribute has more sub attributes than target attribute, then two subattributes are merged and their average value is considered. For example, in
Figure 3.11below, the target attribute Bob has ‘low’, ‘medium’ and ‘high’ but no
‘minimum’ value so Rs=min and Rs=low are merged and their average value is
considered because attribute Rs has ‘minimum’ and ‘low’ sub-attributes values as
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highlighted in Figure 3.11. Similarly Rs=high and Rs=max is merged and their
average value is considered as the Rs=high because the target attribute Bob do not
has a ‘max’ value.

Figure 3.11: Example of attributes merging
For API, the sub-attributes are ‘heavy’, ‘medium’, ‘light’, ‘volatile’ and
‘gascondensat’. These are combined so that the API=heavy + API= medium becomes
“API=low”, API=light is taken as “API=medium” and API=volatile + API=
gascondensat are combined so that it becomes “API=high”. All the values of trained
weights are utilized for the preparation of input data for the decision tree.
7. When attributes re-arrangement and merging is completed, a new dataset is made
and an ‘.arff’ file is created that contains weights. so that it can be used as input
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dataset for the J48 decision tree algorithm to extract stored information from the
weights.
8. With the application of the J48 algorithm to the new dataset generated by using
collected weights from trained ANN, the decision tree was generated.
9. Decision rules can be extracted from the decision tree in the last step.

2.10. Steps in the application of NDT
This section describes application of the developed NDT model, which is described in
section 3.3, and the steps involved in this process. After the data normalization step,
which is described in section 3.3, no.1, 2 the next step in the application of the NDT
model is the training of neural networks.
2.10.1. Training of Neural Network in NDT
The implemented artificial neural network in WEKATM (trademark of University of
Waikato, NZ) is the Multilayer- perceptron. The Multilayer-perceptron uses a feed
forward backpropagation algorithm to train artificial neural networks. Backpropagation
uses gradient descent approach to minimize the squared error between the output and
target output (Kabari & Nwachukwu, 2012). It reduces the training error by propagating
the error signals backwards through the network (Kabari & Nwachukwu, 2012). The
error signals calculates weight updates which represents the learnt information (Kabari &
Nwachukwu, 2012).
For the training of artificial neural networks, the settings used in WEKATM of Multilayerperceptron are:
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Number of epoch = 500



Learning rate = 0.3



Momentum = 0.2



Activation function = sigmoid

Structure of artificial neural network after the application of Multilayer-perceptron on
formation volume factor (Bob) is shown in Figure 3.12

Figure 3.12: Artificial neural network structure of formation volume factor (Bob) dataset
In Figure 3.12 all input attributes and the values of their sub-attributes are at the left side
as indicated by arrows. Sigmoid nodes generated from the Bob dataset are in the middle as
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indicated by arrows. These sigmoid nodes produce output for the target attributes, which
are shown in the right side of the Figure 3.12 as indicated by the arrows. The values of
target attribute Formation volume factor (Bob) are ‘low’, ‘medium’ and ‘high’.
2.10.2. Classification Mode
A10 fold cross validation mode is used to train artificial neural networks. The10 fold
cross validation process divides the dataset into 10 equal subsets and during training 1
data subset is selected as a test sample set while the other 9 data subsets are taken as the
training data. This process is repeated 10 times so that each data subset is selected as the
sample test set during training.
It was observed that after the training of artificial neural networks using two
classification modes, 10 fold cross validation and using the whole dataset for training, the
values of collected weights were exactly same. The two approaches generated different
classification results, but the objective at this step is not to perform classification but to
train neural network and collect weights.
2.10.3. Weights collection and re-arrangement
When the neural network is trained by using feed forward back propagation, the hidden
weights were collected from the trained neural network. To extract information from
trained weights by applying the J48 decision tree algorithm, these weights should be in
the proper format so that the J48 can use these as input values. For this purpose, collected
weights were re-arranged to create input dataset for the J48 decision tree algorithm. The
weights were re-arranged by using the strategies described in section 3.3 no.5.
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2.10.4. Merging of attributes
With the re-arrangement of weights, merging of attributes was also required at some
points. Attributes were merged in a way to fit in the two sub-attributes according to the
target attribute. The strategy used for merging of attributes is described in section 3.3.,
No 6.
2.10.5. J48 (Decision Tree) algorithm application
The J48 decision tree algorithm of WEKATM is used in this study. It is the
implementation of Quinlan’s C4.5 algorithm in Weka (trademark of university of
Waikato, NZ) software.
The purpose of application of the J48 decision tree algorithm to the collected hidden
weights is to extract knowledge stored in trained artificial neural network. After this
application process, the J48 decision tree algorithm represents this knowledge in the form
of a tree structure that is easily understandable.
The newly generated tree is easier to understand mainly because of the smaller tree size.
Rules can be extracted from this tree. More on results of the NDT is described in
Chapters 5 and 6.

3. Application of J48 Decision Tree algorithm and NDT
model on sample UCI datasets
In this chapter, the NDT model and J48 decision tree algorithm are applied on sample
data sets taken from the University of California, Irvine’s repository of machine learning
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databases (UCI) (Bache & Lichman, 2013) for testing purposes. The NDT model is
applied on different types of data sets to observe its performance before it is applied to
petroleum data, and the results are compared with the J48 decision tree algorithm results.

3.1.

Balance Scale

The balance scale dataset was used for a psychology experiment on children’s knowledge
(Bache & Lichman, 2013). This dataset contains 625 instances of numerical data but only
441 instances of data are used in this experiment to keep the resultant tree image within
page limits. There are 4 attributes: left weight, left distance, right weight, and right
distance. Class attribute contains 3 options: L, R and B which represent left, right, and
balance respectively.
3.1.1. Application of J48 on balance bcale dataset
J481 is applied first on the balance scale data set, and classification results are shown
below:


Correctly classified instances = 76.64%



Incorrectly classified instances = 23.35 %



Mean absolute error = 0.2345



Size of tree in-terms of number of nodes = 31

The tree generated by J48 of the balance scale dataset is shown in Figure 4.13

1

Results of J48 application on Balance scale dataset in WEKA are shown in Appendix A
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Figure 4.13: J48 tree of balance scale dataset
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3.1.2. Application of NDT on balance scale dataset
The NDT model was then applied to the balance scale dataset, and classification results
are shown below:


Correctly classified instances = 90.90%



Incorrectly classified instances = 9.09 %



Mean absolute error = 0.0889



Size of tree in-term of number of nodes = 21

Tree generated by NDT of balance scale data is shown in Figure 4.14
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Figure 4.14: NDT tree of balance scale dataset
3.1.3. Discussion of results
In the tree generated by the NDT model for the balance scale dataset, values of weights
can be seen on the branches of the tree. Since the NDT model combines the workings of
ANN and the decision tree algorithm, when the ANN is applied to the dataset, it gives the
output in the form of weights and then a tree is generated after the complete application
of the NDT model.
The values of weights do not reflect the meaning of the physical problem domain. But a
trained model after the application of NDT can be saved, and it can be used to determine
the classes of a dataset of the same problem domain.
The improvements made by the NDT model as compared to the simple decision tree
algorithm can be seen in the classification results, which show that the size of the trees is
smaller. However, despite the smaller number of nodes, the physical meaning of the tree
cannot be interpreted because now the branches of the tree denote the weights, which
have no physical meaning.
On comparing the results from application of the two data mining techniques to the
balance scale dataset, the application of simple J48 decision tree algorithm results in
76.64% and NDT results in 90.90% correct classification rate. On comparing the results
from J48 with NDT, classification error i.e., mean absolute error is also reduced from
0.2345 to 0.0889.The tree size is reduced from 31 to 21 nodes. The rules extraction from
NDT tree is easier than from the J48 tree due to smaller tree size.
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3.2.

Credit approval

The credit approval dataset is taken from the UCI repository (Bache & Lichman, 2013).
This dataset is of mixed data type. It contains 690 instances of nominal and numeric data
type. There are 15 attributes and one class attribute with the values of ‘+’ and ‘-’. Where
+ represents that credit is approved based on the data of customer and ‘– ‘represents that
credit is not approved.
3.2.1. Application of J48 on credit approval dataset
J48 is applied first on the credit approval dataset and classification results are shown
below:


Correctly classified instances = 90.72%



Incorrectly classified instances = 9.27 %



Mean absolute error = 0.1564



Size of tree in-terms of number of nodes = 42

The tree generated by J48 of the credit approval dataset is shown in Figure 4.15
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Figure 4.15: J48 tree of credit approval dataset
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3.2.2. Application of NDT on credit approval dataset
The NDT was then applied to the dataset of credit approval, and the classification results
are shown below:


Correctly classified instances = 100%



Incorrectly classified instances = 0 %



Mean absolute error = 0.0



Size of tree in-term of number of nodes = 9

The tree generated by NDT of the credit approval dataset is shown in Figure 4.16

Figure 4.16: NDT tree of credit approval dataset
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3.2.3. Discussion of results
On comparing the results from the application of the two data mining techniques to the
credit approval dataset, the application of simple J48 decision tree algorithm results in
90.72% and NDT results in 100% correct classification rate. On comparing the results
from J48 with NDT, classification error i.e. mean absolute error is also reduced from
0.1564 in the J48 to 0.0 in the NDT. The size of NDT tree is reduced to 9 nodes as
compared to the J48 tree of 42 nodes. The number of rules that can be extracted from the
NDT tree are less than the tree from simple J48 mainly due to smaller tree. The result of
NDT model on mixed data type has shown significant improvements in terms of
classification accuracy and tree representation.

3.3.

Tic-tac-toe

The tic-tac-toe dataset is also taken from the UCI repository (Bache & Lichman, 2013).
The tic-tac-toe dataset contains nominal values. The values in dataset are intended to
predict the next winning move for X, considering the turn of X in the game (Bache &
Lichman, 2013). To predict the winning moves for X, simple J48 and NDT models are
applied to this data set for performance comparison. The tic-tac-toe data set originally
contained 958 instances of data but only 444 instances are used in this experiment to keep
the J48 tree within page limits. There are 9 attributes that represent each square of game
board and class or target attribute that are either ‘negative’ or ‘positive’ to determine the
next winning move for X.
3.3.1. Application of J48 on Tic-tac-toe dataset
J48 is applied first on tic-tac-toe dataset, and the classification results are shown below:
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Correctly classified instances = 94.36 %



Incorrectly classified instances = 5.63 %



Mean absolute error = 0.0998



Size of tree in-terms of number of nodes = 31

The tree generated by J48 of the tic-tac-toe dataset is shown in Figure 4.17
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Figure 4.17: J48 tree of tic-tac-toe dataset
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3.3.2. Application of NDT on Tic-tac-toe dataset
NDT is applied on the dataset of tic-tac-toe, and the classification results are shown
below:


Correctly classified instances = 100%



Incorrectly classified instances = 0 %



Mean absolute error = 0.0



Size of tree in-terms of number of nodes = 3

The tree generated by NDT of the tic-tac-toe dataset is shown in Figure 4.18

Figure 4.18: NDT tree of tic-tac-toe dataset
3.3.3. Discussion of results
On comparing the results from application of the two data mining techniques to the tictac-toe dataset, the application of simple J48 decision tree algorithm results in 94.36%
and NDT results in 100% correct classification rate. On comparing the results from J48
with NDT, classification error i.e. mean absolute error is also reduced from 0.0998 to 0.0.
Considering the next winning move for X in the game of tic-tac-toe, the tree generated by
the simple J48 is complex and information extraction is not simple. NDT tree is very
small in size with the prediction of only one winning move. The result of NDT on the tic-
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tac-toe dataset has shown improvement in correct classification but the tree is very small.
The tree is over pruned and as a result, the remaining number of nodes is very few. The
tree generated by NDT model is not a good representation of the dataset due to a small
tree size.

3.4.

Comparison of results on UCI datasets

Comparisons of the results from the application of the simple J48 decision tree algorithm
and NDT model on sample datasets taken from the UCI repository in terms of correct
classification, tree size and mean absolute error are shown in Table 1 below. This table
compares the results of three types of datasets that contain numeric, nominal, and mixed
type (i.e., the dataset that contains both numeric and nominal data).
Table 1 shows the comparison of NDT and J48 decision tree results on the three types of
datasets. The performance of the NDT model on numeric dataset of the balance scale is
better than the simple J48. Classification accuracy is increased from 76.64% to 90.90%
and the tree size is reduced from 31 nodes to 21. Mean absolute error is also reduced
from 0.2345 to 0.0889. On the dataset of credit approval, which has both numeric and
nominal data, NDT performed better than J48 in terms of classification accuracy, which
increased from 90.72% to 100%. Tree size was reduced from 42 to 9 nodes. Mean
absolute error was also reduced from 0.1564 to 0.0. On nominal dataset of tic-tac-toe, the
correct classification by NDT increased from 94.63% to 100% and mean absolute error is
reduced from .0998 to 0.0. But the tree size was reduced significantly from 31 nodes to
3.The size of tree is very small and is not an expressive representation of the large
dataset. This normally happens when the tree is over-pruned.
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In summary, the performance of the NDT model was better than simple the J48 decision
tree algorithm on numerical and mixed type datasets. On nominal data, classification
accuracy of NDT model is better than J48 decision tree algorithm but the tree generated
by the NDT model for nominal dataset of the tic-tac-toe is not better than the tree of J48
decision tree algorithm in terms of tree size. The tree size is of only 3 nodes which is not
a good representation of the large dataset.
Table 4.1: Comparison of results of UCI datasets
Simple Decision Tree
Dataset Name

Neural Decision Tree

Measure

(J48)

(NDT)

Tree Size (# of nodes)

31

21

Data Set Size

441

441

Correct Classification
Rate (%)

76.64

90.90

Mean Absolute Error

0.2345

0.0889

Tree Size (# of nodes)

42

9

Data Set Size

690

690

Correct Classification
Rate (%)

90.72

100

Mean Absolute Error

0.1564

0.0

31

3

Data Set Size

444

444

Correct Classification
Rate (%)

94.63

100

Balance
Scale
(Numeric)

CreditApproval
(Mixed)

Tree Size (# of nodes)
Tic-tac-toe
(Nominal)
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Mean Absolute Error

0.0998

0.0

More analysis on each type of dataset is required to explore the strengths and weaknesses
of the NDT model. More detailed analysis and results of NDT and J48 on all three types
of datasets is described in the next section.

4.5. Performance of NDT on different types of UCI sample datasets
4.5.1. Numeric data type
The NDT model performed better than simple the J48 decision tree algorithm when
applied on the numeric dataset of the balance-scale. For more detailed analysis, the NDT
model and simple J48 algorithm were applied on more numeric sample datasets taken
from the UCI repository. The comparison of results of NDT model and simple J48
decision tree algorithm is shown in Table 4.2.
The performance of NDT on numeric datasets is not consistent. On some numeric
datasets, the NDT model performs better than the simple J48 decision tree algorithm in
terms of correct classification and smaller tree representation, but on some numeric
datasets, the NDT model performs better than the simple J48 algorithm in terms of
correct classification but the tree representation is not better than simple J48 decision tree
algorithm because the tree size is very small due to over-pruning.
As can be seen in Table 4.2, on the dataset of glass, the correct classification result of the
NDT model is less than the simple J48 decision tree algorithm which is reduced from
96.26% to 75.00%. However, the correct classification of the vertebral-column and
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diabetes datasets is increased to 100%. However, again the tree representation of
vertebral-column and diabetes includes too few nodes for it to be a good tree
representation.
Table 4.2: Comparison of numeric type UCI Datasets

Dataset Name

Glass

Vertebral Column
-2C

Simple Decision
Tree

Neural Decision
Tree

(J48)

(NDT)

Tree Size (# of nodes)

59

7

Data Set Size

214

214

Correct Classification
Rate (%)

96.26

75.00

Mean Absolute Error

0.0169

0.0714

Tree Size (# of nodes)

19

3

Data Set Size

310

310

Correct Classification
Rate (%)

91.29

100

Mean Absolute Error

0.1381

0.0

39

3

Data Set Size

768

768

Correct Classification
Rate (%)
Mean Absolute Error

84.11

100

0.2383

0.0

Measures

Tree Size (# of nodes)
Diabetes

The tree representation often includes too few nodes with some numeric datasets when
NDT model is applied. The NDT model showed better results when applied on the
dataset of balance scale in terms of correct classification and tree representation which is
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also a numeric dataset. This is described in the section 4.1.1 to 4.1.3 and comparison of
results of NDT model and the simple J48 decision tree is described in Table 4.1.
The performance of NDT model is inconsistent in terms of tree representation on numeric
datasets because it prunes leaves with redundant data and as a result only few number of
nodes remain. The other factor that affects tree size is that after the training of neural
networks, fewer instances of data remains in numeric datasets.
4.5.2. Mixed data types
NDT is applied on two mixed data type UCI sample datasets Indian liver patient and
credit approval which contains both numeric and nominal values of data. Comparison of
results on mixed data types is shown in Table 4.3.
With application of the NDT model on the dataset of liver-patient, correct classification is
increased from 77.63% to 100% as compared with the simple J48 decision tree algorithm.
Mean absolute error is reduced from 0.2875 to 0.0. Tree size is reduced from the 35
nodes of the J48 tree to only 3 nodes of the NDT because the liver patient dataset has
only one attribute with nominal values while the other 10 attributes contain numeric
values. The correct classification is improved in credit approval dataset from 90.72% to
100% and tree size is reduced from 42 to 9 nodes. Mean absolute error is reduced from
0.1564 to 0.0.
The performance of the NDT model consistently improved on the performance of the J48
decision tree algorithm on mixed data type. The performance of NDT model is more
consistent on mixed data type than numeric data type which can be seen in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: Comparison of mixed type UCI dataset

Dataset
Name

Simple Decision
Tree

Neural Decision
Tree

(J48)

(NDT)

35

3

532

532

Correct Classification Rate
(%)

77.63

100

Mean Absolute Error

0.2875

0.0

Tree Size (# of nodes)

42

9

Data Set Size

690

690

Correct Classification Rate
(%)

90.72

100

Mean Absolute Error

0.1564

0.0

Measures
Tree Size (# of nodes)
Data Set Size

LiverPatient

CreditApproval

4.5.3. Nominal data type
The NDT model and J48 decision tree algorithm were applied to only one nominal
sample dataset of tic-tac-toe taken from the UCI repository. The correct classification rate
increased from 94.63% to 100% and mean absolute error is reduced from 0.0998 to 0.0 of
tic-tac-toe dataset as compared to the J48 decision tree algorithm. More analysis of the
performance of the NDT model on nominal data is described in Chapter 5.
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4. NDT Model on Petroleum Data
4.1.

Work on Petroleum Datasets

4.1.1. Petroleum Dataset
A dataset of oil samples collected from the literature was provided by Dr. Farshid Torabi,
a petroleum systems engineering researcher from the University of Regina. This dataset
is a collection of heavy oil data samples from different parts of the world. The collected
data is from the countries and areas of: Malaysia, Pakistan, UAE, Libya, Nigeria, North
Africa, Middle East, Mediterranean Africa, North Sea and Niger Delta.
The dataset consists of data derived from the research work of (Abdul-Majeed et al.,
1998, Al-Marhoun M., 1992, De Ghetto & Villa, 1994, Dokla & Osman, 1991, Gharbi &
Elsharkawy, 1997, Glaso O., 1980, Omar & Todd, 1993 and Ostermann & Owolabi ,
1983).
4.1.2. Data preparation
Four datasets were prepared for modeling and details about the datasets are described
below:
1. The dataset of formation volume factor (Bob) contains 1167 rows. It has 4
predictor attributes which are: gas oil ratio (Rs), temperature (Tres), specific oil
gravity (Sg) and stock tank oil gravity (API) .The formation volume factor (Bob) is
selected as target attribute in this dataset. A statistical description of the values in
the dataset is shown in Table 5.4 below:
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Table 5.4: Statistical description of formation volume factor (Bob) dataset
Attribute

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Formation
Volume Factor
(Bob)
Gas Oil Ratio
(Rs)
Temperature
(Tres)
Specific Oil
Gravity (SGg)
Stock Tank Oil
Gravity (API)

1.028

2.916

1.349

0

3298.66

523.305

74

593.996

188.48

0

3.445

1.006

6

59.5

33.06

2. The data file of bubble point pressure (Pb) contains 760 rows. It has 4 predictor
attributes which are: gas oil ratio (Rs), temperature (Tres), specific oil gravity
(Sg) and stock tank oil gravity (API). The bubble point pressure (Pb) is selected
as target attribute in this dataset. A statistical description of the values in the
dataset is shown in Table 5.5 below:
Table 5.5: Statistical description of bubble point pressure (Pb) dataset
Attribute

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Bubble Point
Pressure (Pb)
Gas Oil Ratio
(Rs)
Temperature
(Tres)
Specific Oil
Gravity (SGg)
Stock Tank Oil
Gravity (API)

44

7127

1991.321

8.61

3298.66

646.252

74

341.6

199.831

0.61

3.445

1.133

6

56.8

35.125
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3. The dataset of viscosity at under-saturated condition (µo) contains 500 rows of
data. It has 6 predictor attributes which are: gas oil ratio (Rs), stock tank oil
gravity (API), temperature (Tres), bubble point pressure (Pb) pressure (P) and
viscosity at bubble point pressure (µob). The viscosity at under-saturated (µo) is
selected as the target attribute in this dataset. A statistical description of the values
in the dataset is shown in Table 5.6 below:
Table 5.6: Statistical description of viscosity at under-saturated condition (µo) dataset
Attribute

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Viscosity at
under-saturated
condition(µo)
Bubble Point
Pressure (Pb)
Gas Oil Ratio
(Rs)
Temperature
(Tres)
Pressure (P)
Stock Tank Oil
Gravity (API)
Viscosity at
Bubble Point
Pressure (µob)

0.096

354.6

14.888

68.29

6613.82

2510.51

8.61

3298.66

524.347

80.6

341.6

185.167

242.22
6

15304.62
56.8

4184.284
27.475

0.093

295.9

10.384

4. The dataset of dead oil viscosity (µod) contains 299 rows of data. It has 2
predictor attributes which are: stock tank oil gravity (API) and temperature (Tres).
The dead oil viscosity (µod) is selected as the target attribute in this dataset. A
statistical description of the values in the dataset is shown in Table 5.7 below:
Table 5.7: Statistical description of dead oil viscosity (µod) dataset
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Attribute

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Dead Oil
Viscosity (µod)
Temperature
(Tres)
Stock Tank Oil
Gravity (API)

0.35

3340

57.35

80.6

341.6

194.417

6

56.8

28.448

5.1.3. Data Normalization of petroleum datasets
Rows with missing values were removed from all four datasets of Pb, Bob, µod, and µo.
Similarly, out of range values, as discussed in section 3.3 no2, were identified, and then,
the entire rows of data in which the out of range values were found were removed from
data files. The aim is to prevent noise in the data from affecting results of the
classification.
5.1.4. Data problem and Conversion of petroleum data
Petroleum data was in numerical form and it did not contain target attributes or class. For
a correct application of decision tree algorithm on numeric data, a target class is required
so as to generate a clearly understandable tree representation. Without a target class in a
numeric dataset, the J48 decision tree algorithm is not applicable.
Data was converted from numeric to nominal to overcome the problem of target class.
Data was converted on the basis of the data conversion table which is shown in Table 5.8
and verified by the petroleum area expert, Dr.Farshid Torabi. With the conversion of data
from numeric to nominal on the basis of the data conversion table, every attribute has a
defined range of acceptable values. The values of attributes after conversion are in the
form of ‘min’, ‘low’, ‘medium’, ‘high’, and ‘max’ and their ranges are described in Table
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5.8. Now if an attribute is selected as a target attribute, its values (i.e. ‘low’, ‘medium’,
‘high’) assume the role of target values for classification.
5.1.5. Data conversion table
Table 5.8: Data Conversion Table

Attribute

API(st)
(Stock Tank Oil Gravity )

Rs(scf/stb)
(Gas Oil Ratio)

T (°F)
(Temperature)

SGg
(Specific Oil Gravity)

Category

Value Range

Heavy

10 – 20

Medium

20 – 30

Light

30 – 45

Volatile

45 – 55

Gas- condensate

>55

Minimum

26 – 100

Low

101 - 800

Medium

801 - 1500

High

1501 - 2200

Maximum

>2200

Low
Medium

74 - 100
100 – 180

High

>180

Low

0–1

Medium

1-2

High

>2
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Pb(psia)
(Bubble Point Pressure)

Bob
(Formation volume factor)

µod(cp)
(Dead oil viscosity)

µob(cp)
(Viscosity at bubble point
pressure)

µo(cp)
(Viscosity at under-saturated
condition)

P(psia)
(Pressure)

Low

0 - 1500

Medium

1500 -3000

High

3000 - 4500

Maximum

>4500

Low

0 – 1.3

Medium

1.3 - 2

High

>2

Low

0 - 20

Medium

20 - 100

High

>100

Low

0-4

Medium

4 - 15

High

>15

Low

0-4

Medium

4 - 15

High

>15

Low

242 - 1600

Medium

1600 - 4000

High

4000 - 5000

Maximum

>5000
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In Figure 5.19, data of formation volume factor (Bob) is shown in numeric form, and data
formation volume factor (Bob) after conversion from numeric to nominal is shown in
Figure 5.20.

Figure 5.19: Data of formation volume factor (Bob) in numeric form
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Figure 5.20: Data of formation volume factor (Bob) in nominal form
5.1.6. Data Conversion Software
A data conversion software was developed using the JAVA programming language for
the conversion of data from numeric to nominal. This software reads input values from a
selected Excel file and converts numeric values to nominal values according to the ranges
defined in Table 5.8. After conversion, the software writes back nominal values in place
of numeric at the exact position in which the numeric value was before conversion in
Excel file. All four petroleum datasets of were converted from numeric to nominal by
using this data conversion software.

5.2. Implementation tools
The tools used for the development and implementation of NDT model and data
conversion software are described below:
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5.3. WEKATM
WEKATM (trademark of University of Waikato, NZ) is a software used for data mining
and classification (http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/, 2013). WEKA stands for
Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis.
WEKATM was developed and is maintained by the University of Waikato, New Zealand.
WEKATM is used in this research for classification and its source code was used for the
development of NDT decision support system software. Version 3.7.8 of WEKATM is
used in this research. WEKATM is open source software and it is issued under GNU.
GNU or GPL is a General Public License that allows individuals and organizations to
use, modify, and distribute the products under this license
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GNU_General_Public_License, 2014). It is developed in
Java programming language. It is easy to use, and only minimal modifications are
required to prepare data files to use in WEKA (Ryan, 2007). WEKATM is easy to use with
user friendly GUI. WEKATM is customizable which is very helpful for the developers to
create customized applications using its available source code. Help about the issues of
WEKATM is available in online community of WEKATM.
5.3.1. File format:
WEKATM has its own file format in which it takes input data files and this format is used
in this study. The file format is called ‘.arff’. In arff file, name of the relation or file is
defined at the top of file followed by the attributes and data. Data should be in commaseparated form. The data, in which the class is defined at the end of each row, is called
pre-classed data. The missing values are marked as ‘?’ in .arff file (Ryan, 2007). An
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attribute can be defined as a class or target attribute in the data set. If no attribute is
defined as target attribute or class then in this case, WEKATM considers last attribute as
target class for classification. Example of .arff data file is shown in Figure 5.21 below.

Figure 5.21: .arff file format

5.4. Eclipse
Eclipse (trademark of Eclipse, USA) is an open source IDE (Integrated Development
Environment) for development in Java. Eclipse is used for the implementation of NDT
software and data conversion software in this research. Data conversion software is also
made by using Eclipse. Version 3.7.2 is used in this work.
“The Eclipse was started by IBM in 2001” (http://www.eclipse.org/platform, 2014).
It is easy to use, and it has many features which provide good environment for
development. Eclipse is open source software and available under GNU
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GNU_General_Public_License, 2014). Eclipse is most
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suitable for the development of NDT software. Help with development issues is also
available in the online community of Eclipse users.

5.5. Software for Neural Decision Tree Model
The software implemented in this research which has the functionality of NDT and J48
decision tree. By using this software, the NDT model can be applied on petroleum
datasets, and results can be generated quickly.
The goal of this software is to provide users an easy graphical user interface where they
can apply the NDT model with minimum effort. The NDT software is developed for
petroleum datasets only.
5.5.1. Software Specifications
The software has the functionality of artificial neural networks and J48 decision tree
algorithm implemented in it. Users can apply artificial neural networks on selected
datasets and weights are displayed after the training. After the training of artificial neural
networks, the software re-arranges the weights and merges the attributes of petroleum
datasets as described in section 3.3., No. 5 and 6 and then creates a new dataset file in
.arff file format so that the J48 decision tree algorithm can be applied to it to complete the
application of the NDT on the dataset. After the application of the J48 decision tree
algorithm, the classification results and tree generated by the J48 are displayed.
5.5.2. Programming Language and source code
The NDT software is developed in Java programming language. It uses the functions of
WEKATM as it is an open source tool. The source code file of WEKATM is used as
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external library for this software so that functions of WEKATM can be used in it. The
source code of J48 decision tree algorithm and Multilayer-perceptron are taken from the
source code files of WEKATM.
5.5.3. Features of NDT software user interface
1. It is easy to use due to its simple and user-friendly graphical user interface. There
is a separate button for every function. Results are displayed in the white text
area. User can select the data file to be used with browse button functionality. The
graphical user interface is shown in Figure 5.22:

Figure 5.22: Graphical user interface of NDT software
2. Users can view and edit the data of a selected .arff data file by using the Arff
viewer. The Arff viewer is shown in Figure 5.23:
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Figure 5.23: Arff viewer to edit data
3. It shows detailed classification results of the J48 decision tree algorithm. It shows
correctly classified and in-correctly classified instances in-terms percentage and
also classification errors details such as mean absolute error, root mean square
error etc. It displays the size of the tree in-terms of number of nodes, pseudo code
of the generated tree, and the confusion matrix2. The example of results display is
shown in Figure 5.24:

2

Confusion matrix is a tabular representation of the classification results
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Figure 5.24: NDT software results
4. The tree visualizer shows the generated tree after the classification is completed
by J48 decision tree and NDT model for selected datasets. The tree visualizer has
the functionality to adjust the tree size according to the size of the screen. This
can be done by right clicking anywhere in tree visualizer and selecting the ‘Fit to
screen’ option. There is another option, ‘Auto scale’ this option that will expand
the tree out of the screen. An example of the tree visualizer is shown in Figure
5.25:
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Figure 5.25: Tree visualizer of NDT software
5. After the training of artificial neural networks, the weights are automatically rearranged and attributes are merged for petroleum datasets.
6. A new .arff dataset file can be generated with the file creating feature which
contains collected weights from earlier step. In this window, users can add the
header of the new arff dataset file, which contains name of the new dataset file
and attributes. User is also required to enter the rules on the basis of which
attributes merging can be done. The example of rules for merging attributes is
shown in Figure 5.26. All a user needs to do is to copy and paste the respective
rules according to the current dataset. Rules are also available to user in a separate
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text file for all four datasets of petroleum data. Finally, the user will enter the
target attribute’s options. Then a new .arff file is created by pressing the ‘create
file’ button. When the J48 decision tree algorithm is applied on this new .arff file,
the results of the NDT are displayed. The new .arff dataset file creating window is
shown in Figure 5.26:

Figure 5.26: window for creating new .arff dataset file
5.5.4. Limitations
It is very difficult to make the NDT software automated for all types of datasets due to
dataset complexity. The processes of attribute merging and re-arrangement of weights are
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complex. The attributes merging and weights re-arrangement strategies need to be
adjusted according to the properties of the datasets. The developed NDT software system
is only customized for available petroleum datasets.

6. Application of J48 Decision Tree Algorithm and NDT
Model on Petroleum Data
It can be observed that generally, artificial neural networks perform better than decision
trees in classification. This difference was also observed after application of both
classification techniques individually on sample UCI and petroleum datasets.
J48 decision tree and NDT models were applied on the petroleum datasets, and the results
and analysis are described below:

6.1. Application of J48 and NDT on formation volume factor (B ob)
dataset
The formation volume factor data file (Bob) contains 1167 rows. There are 4 predictor
attributes: gas oil ratio (Rs), temperature (Tres), specific oil gravity (Sg), stock tank oil
gravity (API) and formation volume factor (Bob) as the target attribute. The nominal
categories to define the attribute values for the formation volume factor (Bob) dataset
were verified by the petroleum engineering expert, Dr.Farshid Torabi. These form the
basics of categorizing the values of every attribute in the dataset. The details of number
of values of every attribute in the formation volume factor (Bob) dataset after conversion
from numeric to nominal are described in Table 6.9.
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Table 6.9: Description of nominal formation volume factor (Bob) dataset

Minimum
Low
Medium
High
Maximum
Heavy
Light
Volatile
Gascondensat

Formation
Volume
Factor (Bob)
613
521
33
-

Gas Oil
Ratio (RS)

Temperature
(Tres)

Specific Oil
Gravity (Sg)

174
739
194
44
16
-

74
493
600
-

749
375
43
-

Stock Tank
Oil Gravity
(API)
193
192
709
68
5

6.1.1. Application of J48 Decision Tree on Bob dataset
The simple J48 algorithm was applied first on formation volume factor (Bob) dataset, and
the classification results are shown below:


Correctly classified instances = 79.006 %



Incorrectly classified instances = 20.994 %



Mean absolute error = 0.8129



Size of tree in-terms of number of nodes = 20

The tree generated by J48 is shown in Figure 6.27
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Figure 6.27: J48 decision tree of formation volume factor (Bob) dataset
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6.1.2. Application of NDT on formation volume factor (B ob) dataset
The NDT was applied on the formation volume factor (Bob) dataset. Classification results
are shown below:


Correctly classified instances = 92.59 %



Incorrectly classified instances = 7.40%



Mean absolute error = 0.0818



Size of tree in-terms of number of nodes = 11

The tree generated by NDT is shown in Figure 6.28.

Figure 6.28: NDT tree of formation volume factor (Bob) dataset
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6.1.3. Discussion of results
In the tree generated by the NDT model for the attribute of formation volume factor,
values of weights can be seen on the branches of the tree. Since the NDT model
combines the workings of ANN and the decision tree algorithm, when the ANN is
applied to the dataset, it gives the output in the form of weights and then a tree is
generated after the complete application of the NDT model.
The values of weights do not reflect the meaning of the physical problem domain. But a
trained model after the application of NDT can be saved, and it can be used to determine
the classes of a dataset of the same problem domain.
The improvements made by the NDT model as compared to the simple decision tree
algorithm can be seen in the classification results, which show that the size of the trees is
smaller. However, despite the smaller number of nodes, the physical meaning of the tree
cannot be interpreted because now the branches of the tree denote the weights, which
have no physical meaning.
The results from the application of the NDT clearly show improvements over the
application of J48 decision tree algorithm in terms of correct classification rate, which is
increased from 79.006% to 92.59%. The classification error (i.e., mean absolute error) is
also reduced from 0.8129 to 0.0818. The big difference is observed in the tree data
structure. The tree generated by NDT is less complex mainly due to less number of nodes
which is reduced from 20 to 11 nodes. The tree generated by the simple J48 is larger and
more complex than the tree generated by the NDT model. The extraction of rules from
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smaller tree is easier, and the numbers of rules are also lower. This makes decision
making less complicated.
6.1.4. Rules extraction from NDT tree of Bob
Some extracted rules are shown in an example below; however, it is unclear whether the
rules can be interpreted in terms of the physical domain of petroleum production:
1. IF weight of Rs <= 2.194311
AND IF weight of API <= -0.8629
THEN weight of Bob = Medium
2. IF weight of Rs >2.194311
THEN weight of Rs = Medium
3. IF weight of API > -0.8629
AND IF weight of Tres <= -0.758236
THEN weight of Bob = High
4. IF weight of Tres > -0.758236
AND IF weight of Tres <= 1.542569
THEN weight of Bob = Low

6.2. Application of J48 and NDT on bubble point pressure (Pb)
dataset
The bubble point pressure dataset (Pb) contains 760 rows. There are 4 predictor
attributes: gas oil ratio (Rs), temperature (T), specific oil gravity (Sg), and stock tank oil
gravity (API), and bubble point pressure (Pb) is the target attribute. The nominal
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categories to define the attribute values for the bubble point pressure (Pb) dataset were
verified by the petroleum engineering expert, Dr.Farshid Torabi. These form the basics of
categorizing the values of every attribute in the dataset. The detail of number of values
of every attribute in the bubble point pressure (Pb) dataset after conversion from numeric
to nominal are described in Table 6.10.
Table 6.10: Description of nominal bubble point (Pb) dataset

Minimum
Low
Medium
High
Maximum
Heavy
Light
Volatile
Gascondensat

Bubble
Point
Pressure
(Pb)
346
239
132
43
-

Gas Oil
Ratio (RS)

Temperature
(Tres)

Specific Oil
Gravity (Sg)

Stock Tank
Oil Gravity
(API)

59
482
163
40
16
-

54
221
485
-

380
337
43
-

99
63
555
41
2

6.2.1. Application of Decision Tree (J48) on Pb
The J48 is applied first on bubble point pressure (Pb) dataset, and classification results
are shown below:


Correctly classified instances = 72.76%



Incorrectly classified instances = 27.23%



Mean absolute error = 0.3136



Size of tree in-terms of number of nodes = 36
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The tree generated by J48 is shown in Figure 6.29.

Figure 6.29: J48 decision tree of bubble point pressure (Pb) dataset
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6.2.2. Application of NDT on bubble point pressure (Pb) dataset
The NDT is applied on the bubble point pressure (Pb) dataset. Classification results are
shown below:


Correctly classified instances = 87.5 %



Incorrectly classified instances = 12.5%



Mean absolute error = 0.1858



Size of tree in-terms of number of nodes = 13

The tree generated by NDT is shown in Figure 6.30.
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Figure 6.30: NDT tree of bubble point pressure (Pb) dataset
6.2.3. Discussion of results
The results from the application of the NDT clearly show improvements over the
application of the J48 decision tree algorithm in terms of correct classification rate, which
increased from 72.76% to 87.5%. The mean absolute error is also reduced from 0.3136 to
0.1858.The tree generated by the J48 decision tree algorithm is of 36 nodes which is
larger than the tree generated by the NDT model of 13 nodes for the dataset of Pb. A
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Lower number of rules can be extracted from the tree of the NDT model due to the
smaller tree size.
6.2.4. Rules extracted from NDT tree of Pb
Extracted rules are shown as an example below:
1. IF weight of Tres <= -1.690207
THEN weight of Pb = High
2. IF weight of Tres > -1.690207
AND IF weight of API <= -1.474717
AND weight of Tres <= 0.934413
THEN weight of Pb = Medium
ELSE IF weight of Tres > 0.934413
THEN weight of Pb = Low
3. IF weight of API > -1.474717
AND IF weight of Rs <= 1.557804
AND IF weight of SGg <= 1.148973
THEN weight of Pb = Medium
4. IF weight of API > -1.474717
THEN IF weight of Rs > 1.557804
THEN weight of Pb = Low
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6.3. Application of J48 and NDT on viscosity at under-saturated
condition (µo) dataset
The viscosity at under-saturated condition (µo) dataset contains 500 rows of data. There
are 6 predictor attributes which are: gas oil ratio (Rs), stock tank oil gravity (API),
temperature (T), bubble point pressure (Pb), pressure (P), and viscosity at bubble point
pressure (µob) and viscosity at under-saturated (µo) is the target attribute. The nominal
categories to define the attribute values for the viscosity at under-saturated condition (µo)
dataset were verified by the petroleum engineering expert, Dr.Farshid Torabi. These form
the basics of categorizing the values of every attribute in the dataset. The details of the
number of values of every attribute in the viscosity at under-saturated condition (µo)
dataset after conversion from numeric to nominal are described in Table 6.11:
Table 6.11: Description of nominal viscosity at under-saturated condition (µo) dataset

Minimum
Low
Medium
High
Maximum
Heavy
Light
Volatile
Gascondensat

viscosity Pressure
at under(P)
saturated
condition
(µo)
330
34
66
190
104
164
112
-

Bubble
Point
Pressure
(Pb)

Gas
Oil
Ratio
(RS)

Temperature
(Tres)

156
175
121
48
-

59
355
77
16
3
-

16
223
261
-

Viscosity
at bubble
point
pressure
(µob)
337
78
85
-

Stock
Tank
Oil
Gravity
(API)
132
183
166
18
1
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6.3.1. Application of J48 on µo dataset
J48 is applied first on the viscosity at under-saturated condition (µo) dataset and
classification results are shown below:


Correctly classified instances = 97.00 %



Incorrectly classified instances = 3.00 %



Mean absolute error = 0.0368



Size of tree in-terms of number of nodes = 13

The tree generated by J48 for µo is shown in Figure 6.31

Figure 6.31: J48 tree of viscosity at under-saturated condition (µo) dataset
6.3.2. Application of NDT on viscosity at under-saturated condition (µo) dataset
NDT is applied on the dataset of viscosity at under-saturated condition
(µo).Classification results are shown below:
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Correctly classified instances = 94.87 %



Incorrectly classified instances = 5.12%



Mean absolute error = 0.1716



Size of tree in-terms of number of nodes = 7

The tree generated by NDT is shown in Figure 6.32

Figure 6.32: NDT tree of under-saturated condition (µo) dataset
6.3.3. Discussion of results
The correct classification rate is reduced from 97% to 94.87% with application of the
NDT model as compare to the J48 decision tree algorithm on the dataset of viscosity at
under-saturated condition (µo). However, improvement can be seen in terms of the size
of the tree generated by the NDT model which is reduced from 13 to 7 nodes. Although
the J48 tree of µo is not very large, still it contains a greater number of rules than the
NDT tree of µo dataset.
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6.3.4. Rules extracted from NDT tree of µo
Extracted rules are shown as an example below:
1. IF weight of Uob <= -0.324875
AND IF weight of Pb <= 0.21928
THEN weight of µo = Medium
ELSE IF weight of Pb > 0.21928
THEN weight of µo = High
2. IF weight of Uob > -0.324875
AND IF weight of Tres <= -0.497185
THEN weight of µo = High
ELSE IF weight of Tres > -0.497185
THEN weight of µo = Low

6.4. Application of J48 and NDT on dead oil viscosity (µod) dataset
The dead oil viscosity (µod) dataset contains 299 rows. There are 2 predictor attributes
which are: stock tank oil gravity (API), temperature (T) and dead oil viscosity (µod) is
the target attribute. The nominal categories to define the attribute values for the dead oil
viscosity (µod) dataset were verified by the petroleum engineering expert, Dr.Farshid
Torabi. These form the basics of categorizing the values of every attribute in the dataset.
The details of the number of values of every attribute in the dead oil viscosity (µod)
dataset after conversion from numeric to nominal is described in Table 6.12:
Table 6.12: Description of nominal dead oil viscosity (µod) dataset
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Minimum
Low
Medium
High
Maximum
Heavy
Light
Volatile
Gas-condensat

Dead oil
viscosity
(µod)
198
57
44
-

Temperature
(Tres)
2
118
179
-

Stock Tank
Oil Gravity
(API)
45
115
118
20
1

6.4.1. Application of J48 on µod dataset
J48 is applied first on the dead oil viscosity (µod) dataset and classification results are
shown below:


Correctly classified instances = 75.91%



Incorrectly classified instances = 24.08%



Mean absolute error = 0.1882



Size of tree in-term of number of nodes = 6

The tree generated by J48 for µod is shown in Figure 6.33.
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Figure 6.33: J48 tree of dead oil viscosity (µod) dataset
6.4.2. Application of NDT on µod dataset
NDT is applied on the dead oil viscosity (µod) dataset. Classification results are shown
below:


Correctly classified instances = 100 %



Incorrectly classified instances = 0%



Mean absolute error = 0



Size of tree in-terms of number of nodes = 5

The tree generated by NDT is shown in Figure 6.34.

Figure 6.34: NDT tree of dead oil viscosity
6.4.3. Discussion of results
The results from the application of NDT clearly show improvements over the application
of the J48 decision tree algorithm in terms of correct classification rate, which is
increased from 75.91% to 100%. The mean absolute error is also reduced from 0.1882 to
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0.0.The dataset of µod is already small, with only 299 values and 3 attributes in total.
The tree of J48 is not large in size and not complex, but the tree generated by NDT is
even smaller and contains fewer rules, which is better and less complex.
6.4.4. Rules extracted from NDT tree of µod
Extracted rules are shown as an example below:
1. IF weight of API <= - 2.213542
THEN weight of µod = Low
2. IF weight of API > - 2.213542
AND IF weight of Tres <= 0.484149
THEN weight of µod = Medium
ELSE IF weight of Tres > 0.484149
THEN weight of µod = High

6.5. Comparison of Results on petroleum data
The overall performance of the NDT model is better than that of the J48 decision tree
algorithm on all four petroleum datasets. These results show that the NDT model
performs well on nominal data.
With the application of NDT, correct classification of B ob dataset increased from 79.00%
to 92.59% and mean absolute error is also reduced from 0.1829 to 0.0818. Tree size was
reduced from 20 to 11 nodes. Improvements in classification can be seen in terms of
correct classification rate, tree size, and mean absolute error. Results of NDT on the
dataset of Pb also improved the correct classification was increased from 72.76% to
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87.50 and mean absolute error was reduced from 0.1967 to 0.1858. Tree size was reduced
from 36 to 13 nodes. The correct classification of dead oil viscosity µod also increased
from 75.91% to 100% with the application of NDT, mean absolute error was reduced
from 0.1882 to 0.0. The J48 tree of µod was already small so there is not much difference
in tree size of NDT, and J48. On the dataset of viscosity at under-saturated condition, the
correct classifications of NDT decreased from 97.00% to 94.87% and mean absolute
error increased from 0.0368 to 0.0589. but the tree size also decreased from 13 to 7
nodes.
Comparisons of results of simple J48 decision tree algorithm and neural decision tree
NDT model on petroleum datasets is shown in table 6.13:
Table 6.13: Comparison of results of petroleum datasets
Simple Decision Tree
Dataset Name

Neural Decision Tree

Measure

(J48)

(NDT)

Tree Size (# of nodes)

20

11

Bob

Data Set Size

1167

1167

(Formation
volume factor)

Correct Classification
Rate (%)

79.00

92.59

Mean Absolute Error

0.1829

0.0818

Tree Size (# of nodes)

36

13

Data Set Size

760

760

Correct Classification
Rate (%)

72.76

87.50

Mean Absolute Error

0.1967

0.1858

Pb
(Bubble Point
Pressure)
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Tree Size (# of nodes)
µod
(Dead oil
viscosity)

6

5

Data Set Size

299

299

Correct Classification
Rate (%)
Mean Absolute Error

75.91

100

0.1882

0.0

13

7

Data Set Size

500

500

Correct Classification
Rate (%)

97.00

94.87

Mean Absolute Error

0.0368

0.0589

Tree Size (# of nodes)
µo
(Viscosity at
under-saturated
condition)

6.6. Evaluation of NDT by petroleum engineer
Evaluation of the NDT model by a petroleum engineering researcher A.Gaffar from
University of Regina generated the following comments:
The weights obtained from the NDT model can be used for verifying if the dataset
contains attribute values that are within the normal or acceptable range of values. The
approach of using the weights involves posing them as initial guesses to test the
correlation among the attributes of petroleum data. Correlation is a relationship, which
has been developed among attributes that measure how related are two or more attributes.
If the dataset consists of data values that are within the normal or acceptable ranges, then
the dataset can be used for data modeling.
For example if we want to find a correlation for Formation volume Factor (B ob) as a
function of Rs, Sg, T, API the function will be denoted as:
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Bob = f(Rs, Sg, T,API)
This function can be used as one of the equations used for defining a correlation among
the petroleum attributes, which can be denoted as follows (Chan & Torabi, 2013):
Bob= aRsb Sgc APId(T/Rs +5.5)

Eq.5

Now the values of a, b, c, d are required so that an iterative process can be used to
calculate whether these values can be used as initial guess or not.
The weights obtained from the Neural Decision Tree model give a starting point to model
the data within standard error. Standard error is the standard deviation of the data samples
of a dataset (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standard_error, 2014). The weights obtained in
the NDT model can be used as an initial guess to estimate the required parameters for
petroleum data modeling. The best way to estimate the parameters is to start an iterative
process such as the Gauss Newton method. The Gauss Newton method is used to check
the standard error in the values of a dataset to see if the dataset contains attributes within
the normal range of values, in other word, to verify that the dataset contains valid values.
The Gauss Newton method is an iterative method to check if the least square error or
standard error of values calculated in it is acceptable. The NDT modeling results facilitate
the application of this method by providing the weights as initial guesses in the iterative
process. When the standard error is calculated, a value close to zero indicates the initial
guess values are correct. The closer the standard error is to 0, the more accurate is the
initial guesses. Therefore, the Gauss Newton method is used here to check if the values of
weights can be suitably used as initial guesses; the results suggest they can.
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Since it is often difficult to understand what values the intial guesses of an iterative
process should assume, the NDT modeling process supports the application of the GaussNewton method because it becomes an intermediate step in the process of data modeling
for developing correlation models for a petroleum dataset.
After adopting the weights from the NDT model as initial guesses, application of the
Gauss Newton method was implemented with the ‘Minitab 17 TM (Trademark of Minitab
Inc.)’ software. The equation used for the validation of weights in the Minitab software is
taken from (Chan & Torabi, 2013). This equation is one of the few developed equations
that can be used to define the correlation among the attributes of the petroleum dataset.
The approach of combining non-linear regression analysis implemented in Minitab and
the weights generated from the NDT model seems to offer a more efficient method way
for producing modeling results.
The following discussion illustrates our approach, in which 10 random values of
collected weights of the formation volume factor (Bob) dataset were selected to verify if
these values can be used as initial guess or not.
Explanation of Minitab Results
The application of the Gauss Newton method and results in Minitab 17TM for one run are
described with the help of screen shots below:
1. The equation of formation volume factor (Bob) used to test the weights as the
initial guess values for running the Minitab 17TM modeling is taken from Chan &
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Torabi (2013). The equation used in Minitab for initial guess estimation is shown
in Figure 6.35.

Figure 6.35: Use of equation of correlation in Minitab 17 TM
2. The values of weights that are used in the above equation are taken from the NDT
modeling of the petroleum dataset of formation volume factor (B ob). For this 1 run
in Minitab 17TM, 4 values of weights were used as parameters which are shown in
Figure 6.36 below:
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Figure 6.36: Weights and attributes of petroleum data
The values of weights produced from the NDT modeling are indicated by arrows
in Figure 6.36. Similarly, the attributes of petroleum data used in the equation are
also indicated.
3. A summary of the result generated by Minitab 17TM is shown in Figure 6.37

Figure 6.37: Summary of the Minitab 17TM results
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The value of standard error is denoted by ‘S’ in the figure which is close to zero and
considered a good value.
A listing of Minitab 17TM software’s result is shown below:
Nonlinear Regression: Bob = a * RS ^ b * Sg ^ c * APi ^ d * (Tres / RS + 5.5)
Method
Algorithm

Gauss-Newton

Max iterations
Tolerance

200
0.00001

Starting Values for Parameters
Parameter Value
a

-1.06

b

2.66

c

0.45

d

-0.48

Equation
Bob = 0.0567806 * RS ^ 0.258442 * Sg ^ 0.650495 * APi ^ 0.0409426 * (Tres / RS + 5.5)
Parameter Estimates
Parameter Estimate SE Estimate
a

0.056781

0.006314

b

0.258442

0.027849

c

0.650495

0.228567

d

0.040943

0.071664

Bob = a * RS ^ b * Sg ^ c * APi ^ d * (Tres / RS + 5.5)
Correlation Matrix for Parameter Estimates
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a

b

c

b 0.262705
c 0.586707 -0.231334
d -0.368836 -0.924749 0.374686
Lack of Fit
There are no replicates.
Minitab cannot do the lack of fit test based on pure error.
Summary
Iterations
Final SSE

27
0.114952

DFE

19

MSE

0.0060501

S

0.0777823

Residuals vs Fits for Bob

Figure 6.38: Fitness graph of Gauss Newton method
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In Figure 6.38, a fitness graph generated by application of the Gauss Newton method is
shown. The dots represent values of data, and if the data are scattered around the dotted
line, then this represents a more accurate standard error. If the value of standard error is
close to 0, it means the sample dataset is valid and good for modeling. In the description
of a run of the Gauss Newton method in Minitab 17TM presented above, the values of
collected weights satisfy the equation, which describes the correlation among the
attributes of the petroleum dataset. Since the results of adopting the values of weights
generated by the NDT model as initial guesses produce standard errors that are close to 0
in more than 70% of the runs, we interpret this to mean that the weights are useful as
initial guesses to satisfy the correlation equation with a success rate of 70%. This shows
that weights collected from NDT model can be used as initial guesses to test the
equations derived to calculate the correlation among the petroleum attributes.

6.7. Strengths and Weaknesses of NDT model
The NDT model showed significant improvement over a simple J48 decision tree
algorithm in terms of classification accuracy and reduction in tree complexity. With the
reduction in the size of tree, data redundancy is also reduced. The NDT model performs
well and improves upon the accuracy of the J48 on all kinds of datasets in general. but it
performs especially well on nominal and mixed type datasets overall based on the results
generated by the NDT model when applied on the sample UCI and petroleum datasets;
the respective results have been presented in Chapter 4 and 5.
In the case of numerical data the NDT model sometimes, underperforms and the results
are not consistent. The tree generated by the NDT model for numeric datasets is over-
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pruned in some cases. Therefore, the tree does not include enough nodes for it to be
sufficiently expressive of the represented dataset. More details related to the performance
of the NDT model on numeric datasets are described in Chapter 4 section 4.5.1.

7. Conclusion
The neural decision tree model enhances performance of decision tree algorithm and
classification accuracy results are improved especially when the dataset involves nominal
or mixed data types. Similarly, the tree generated by the NDT model is more optimized
than the J48 simple decision tree algorithm, and a more compact tree is more useful for
understanding large datasets. However, the performance of the NDT model on numeric
data is not always good. Trees generated by the NDT model for numeric data are
sometimes over pruned and cannot expressively represent the data. However, the NDT
model improves on the classification accuracy of the J48 decision tree algorithm when
used on numeric data. This was observed by the application of NDT model on sample
UCI datasets as discussed in Chapter 4.
For petroleum data analysis, the NDT model provided information that helps in guessing
the initial values in developing mathematical equations that represent correlations among
the attributes of petroleum data. Hidden weights collected after the training of artificial
neural network are also useful for testing the accuracy of derived mathematical equations.
Collected weights proved to be useful to validating datasets by analyzing them using
Gauss Newton method. The results of the NDT model can play an intermediate role in
defining correlations between attributes of petroleum datasets.
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The most important stage during the application of the NDT model is to define the most
suitable logic on how to utilize the collected hidden weights; the proposed strategies for
attributes merging and re-arrangement aim to explicate the hidden knowledge stored in
the collected weights. The classification results heavily depend on the re-arrangement
strategies that are used to generate new datasets which include the weights; and the new
datasets become input to the J48 decision tree algorithm. Since using the collected
weights significantly affects classification results of the NDT model, this thesis proposed
strategies of weights re-arrangement and attributes merging that maximized the utility of
all the values of the weights.

8. Future Work
The results obtained showed improvement in classification results of the proposed NDT
model. The Neural Decision Tree model is still a new concept and more work is needed
in its development. More research and development need to be done in order to improve
the performance of the NDT model. This combination of artificial neural network and
decision tree can provide better solutions to predict petroleum production. The
combination of artificial neural networks with decision tree algorithm also overcomes the
“black box” nature of artificial neural networks to some extent because the hidden
weights of the artificial neural networks are explicitly utilized and can be combined with
other classification algorithms to produce better results. The NDT model should be
further tested on the datasets of different domains.
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The tree generated by the NDT model consists of values of weights, which do not
represent any physical meaning of the attributes. The values of weights are very different
from the original values of dataset. This issue of how the tree generated by the NDT
model can be useful for the physical domain will remain for future research.
The software developed in this work with NDT functionality is limited for only the
available petroleum datasets, but this software can be further enhanced so that the NDT
functionality can be easily applied to the datasets of different domains.
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10.Appendices
Appendix A:
The detailed result of WEKA on the balance scale dataset after the application of J48.
The first part is shown in Figure 39.1.

Figure 39.1: WEKA results
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Appendix B:
WEKA results of balance scale dataset. The second part is shown in Figure 39.2

Figure 39.2: WEKA results
Appendix C:
The dataset of Formation volume factor Bob in numerical form
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Figure 40: Dataset of formation volume factor (Bob) in numeric form
Appendix D:
The dataset of bubble point pressure Pb in numerical form
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Figure 41: Dataset of bubble point pressure (Pb) in numeric form

Appendix E:
The dataset of viscosity at under-saturated condition µo in numerical form
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Figure 42: Dataset of viscosity under-saturated condition (µo) in numeric form
Appendix F:
The dataset of dead oil viscosity µod in numerical form
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Figure 43: Dataset of Dead oil viscosity (µod) in numeric form

